
 

 

St. Patrick's Episcopal Day School  
2018 Summer Reading for Students Entering Kindergarten* 

 

Letters, Numbers and Repetition 

 

100 Bugs! A Counting Book Narita, Kate How many bugs can you count? Readers will learn 10 
different ways to count to 100 using different kinds of bugs. 

And the Robot Went Robinson, Michelle Starting with a box of parts, various characters assemble the 
Robot, step by step. A cumulative, repetitious tale. 

Build a Burrito: A Counting Book 
in English and Spanish Vega, Denise 

Bilingual Picture Book - One round tortilla, two scoops of 
rice, and a load of other tasty ingredients add up to one 
delicious burrito! 

Can You Count Ten Toes? Count 
to 10 in 10 Different Languages Evans, Lezlie 

Rhyming verses instruct the reader to count different objects 
in one of ten languages, including Spanish, Japanese, 
Russian, Tagalog, Hebrew, and Zulu. 

DK Braille: Counting Star, Fleur 
Experience counting in the natural world with a variety of 
textures and shapes. Numbers and words are printed as text 
and Braille in this board book. 

Eating the Alphabet: Fruits & 
Vegetables from A to Z Ehlert, Lois An alphabetical tour of the world of fruits and vegetables, 

from apricot and artichoke to yam and zucchini. 

Juanito Counts to Ten = Johnny 
Cuenta Hasta Diez Byrd, Lee Merrill Bilingual Picture Book - Juanito enjoys counting while 

giving kisses to those he loves. 

Little Red Cat Who Ran Away and 
Learned His ABC's (the Hard Way) 
, The 

McDonnell, Patrick 
It starts with an alligator and a bear chasing a cat. When a 
dragon (and a chicken and an egg!) join in pursuit, things 
start to get really interesting. 

¡Olinguito, de la A a la Z! / 
Olinguito, from A to Z! 
Descubriendo el bosque nublado / 
Unveiling the Cloud Forest 

Delacre, Lulu Explore the Ecuadorian Andes and its cloud forest in this 
bilingual alphabet book. 

One Day in the Eucalyptus, 
Eucalyptus Tree Bernstrom, Daniel In this rhyming, repetitious book, a crafty boy gets gobbled 

by a snake and finds a way out of his predicament. 

Oops, Pounce, Quick, Run! An 
Alphabet Caper Twohy, Mike In this playful abecedary, a ball and a dog interrupt mouse’s 

nap, triggering an A to Z chase. 

Zero Otoshi, Kathryn 
In this counting book, Zero tries to force herself into the 
shape of the much-admired One, but must finally accept that 
she can only be Zero. 

   



 

Picture Books and Wordless Books 

 

All Are Welcome Penfold, Alexandra 
All Are Welcome lets young children know that no matter 
what, they have a place, they have a space, they are 
welcome in their school. 

Bee-Bim Bop! Park, Linda Sue 
A young girl, eager for a favorite Korean meal, helps her 
mother with shopping, food preparation, and table setting. 
Presented in rhyming verse with illustrations. 

Flashlight Boyd, Lizi In this story without words, a boy explores the woods after 
dark with a flashlight 

Golden Domes and Silver 
Lanterns: A Muslim Book of 
Colors 

Khan, Hena In simple rhyming text a young Muslim girl and her family 
guide the reader through the traditions and colors of Islam. 

Jabari Jumps Cornwall, Gaia While at the city pool with his father and sister, young 
Jabari gains courage, faces his fear, and makes a splash. 

Leap! Lawson, JonArno 
A variety of animals leap into action on a sunny day. 
Rhyme, repetition, and watercolor paintings make this 
perfect for lovers of nature and language. 

Life on Mars Agee, Jon 
A young astronaut explores the Martian landscape to prove 
life exists on Mars, and does not suspect that something 
could be following him. 

Marta! Big & Small Arena, Jen In this story that incorporates Spanish words, Marta 
explores the world of opposites and animals. 

Petra Coppo, Marianna 

Humorous adventures of a little rock who finds herself in 
constantly changing circumstances, Petra is a picture book 
that celebrates the power of perspective and believing in 
yourself. 

This Beautiful Day Jackson, Richard On a rainy day, family and friends have fun together and 
head outside for adventure. 

Wild Berries Flett, Julie 
Spend the day picking wild blueberries with Clarence and 
his grandmother in this serene, nature-filled book that 
includes phrases in the Swampy Cree dialect. 

Wallpaper Lam, Thao 

Wordless picture book tells the story of a young girl whose 
family moves into a new house. Outside, she can hear other 
kids playing, but she's too shy to say hello. So she picks at 
the old wallpaper in her room--revealing an entryway to a 
fantastic imaginary adventure world behind the walls. 

Wait Portis, Antoinette 
As a boy and his mother move quickly through the city, 
they're drawn to different things. It's push and pull, but in 
the end, they both find something to stop for. 

 



 

Nonfiction & Biographies 

 

Actual Size & Prehistoric Actual 
Size Jenkins, Steve Two books that show various animals, prehistoric animals 

or parts of them in their actual size. 

Ada Lovelace, Poet of Science: The 
First Computer Programmer Stanley, Diane A look at Ada Lovelace, the pioneering computer 

programmer and the daughter of the poet Lord Byron. 

Because of an Acorn Schaefer, Lola M. and Adam 
Explores the vital connections in an ecosystem, relating how 
every tree, flower, plant, and animal connects to one another 
in spiraling circles of life. 

Becoming Bach Leonard, Tom A picture book that explores the life of German composer 
Johann Sebastian Bach. 

Hiromi's Hands Barasch, Lynne Tells the true story of Hiromi Suzuki, who became one of 
the first female sushi chefs in New York. 

Knut: How One Little Polar Bear 
Captured the World Hatkoff, Craig Nonfiction book about the first polar bear born in the Berlin 

Zoo who was raised by people. 

Over and Under the Pond Messner, Kate 
Though the surface of the water seems calm, it is teeming 
with life, as a small boy and his mother discover during an 
afternoon row. 

Radiant Child: The Story of Young 
Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat Steptoe, Javaka A biography of Jean-Michel Basquiat, an artist in New York 

City who rose to fame in the 1980s. 

What's the Difference?: Being 
Different Is Amazing Richards, Doyin Photographs and simple text celebrate friendship, diversity, 

and acceptance. 

When Green Becomes Tomatoes: 
Poems for All Seasons Fogliano, Julie A graceful combination of words and arts in a poetry 

moving through the seasons 

 



 

Classic Read-alouds 

 

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs Barrett, Judi 

Life is delicious in the town of Chewandswallow where it 
rains soup and snows mashed potatoes--until the weather 
takes a turn for the worse. *Available in audio through DC 
Public Library’s Overdrive. 

Corduroy Freeman, Don 

A toy bear in a department store wants a number of things, 
but when a little girl finally buys him he finds what he has 
always wanted most of all.*Available in audio through DC 
Public Library’s Overdrive. 

Gilberto and the Wind Ets, Mary Hall 
Gilberto is a small boy whose companion is the wind--an 
unpredictable friend who might roar, whisper, be silent, or 
tear things apart. 

Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Potter, Beatrix 
Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's 
garden and almost gets caught. *Available in audio through 
Tales2Go. 

Where the Wild Things Are Sendak, Maurice 

In this award winner, a naughty little boy, sent to bed 
without his supper, sails to the land of the wild things where 
he becomes their king. *Available in audio through 
Tales2Go. 

 
* Books can be ordered through Amazon using the St. Patrick’s Amazon Associates link. St. Patrick's receives a small portion of the 
proceeds from these sales. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/?_encoding=UTF8&tag=stpatsepidays-20&linkCode=ur2&camp=1789&adid=0K8X8HNNG653NNVC0E52&creative=390957&ref-refURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stpatsdc.org%2Fhoundnet%2Fmission_bylaws%2Fpa_events__programs%2Findex.aspx

